Executive Brief

The Roadmap to Climate Stabilization
Based on IPCC Fifth Assessment Climate Accounting Protocols

The 50% rise in global temperatures over the past three years (from +0.8°C to +1.2°C over
the 1750 pre-industrial baseline) has caused major irreversible structural impacts and
shocked the fundamental earth’s support ecosystems. The weight of the evidence suggests
that the much-feared climate tipping point has now been crossed at much lower
temperatures than the +2.0°C temperature target of COP 21. The latest consensus climate
mitigation options presented in the IPCC 5th assessment offer the most effective, up-to-date
technical routes to climate stabilization.
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The Roadmap to Climate Stabilization
Based on IPCC Fifth Assessment Climate Accounting Protocols
The Crisis

+1.2oC is the Irreversible
Climate Tipping Point
The threat of irreversible climate change has loomed
for years. Scientists have modeled scenarios to predict
impacts on earth systems, while policy makers have
debated whether, when, and how to res pond to these
predictions.
The abrupt increase in global temperatures experi enced over the past three years, and the
accompanying observed impacts, have brought stark
clarity to this issue. The weight of the evidence shows
that, at an av erage global temperature about 1.2°C
warmer than the pre-industri al worl d, we have now
reached the thres hold of irrev ersible climate change –
well below the +2°C COP 21 Paris Treaty upper target,
and well ahead of anticipated timeframes.
From 1750 to 2013, the average global temperature
rose – at first gradually, then at an increasing rate – to
about 0. 8°C abov e the pre-i ndus trial baseline. Since
2013, however, the pace of change has accelerated
dramatically, with average global temperature
lurching ahead by 50% to +1.2°C, and rising
temporarily during the first few months of 2016 by
80% to +1.5°C (Figure 1). 1 In other words, the earth
reached a temperature not been expected to occur
until mid-century.

Tipping Point Level Impacts
The unprecedented rise in global temperatures over the
past two years has caused major irreversible structural
changes to earth support systems.
 The world’s coral reefs, which have been in existence for
250 million years and support one-quarter of all marine
life, are suffering from extensive bleaching, acidification
and disintegration, and are rapidly heading toward
extinction.2
 The oceans have become so hot that its dissolved oxygen
is literally boiling off, representing a major threat to
marine life. This loss of vital oxygen is already
observable in major parts of the world, and two-thirds of
the Pacific Ocean could be devoid of sea life by 2025.3
 The most powerful “super-typhoons” ever recorded
devastated parts of the Philippines within the last three
years. The historic record shows that at today’s
temperatures, +1.2°C, “megastorms” occurred, with 300
mph winds and 100-foot tsunami-like sea surges that
hurled 1,000-ton boulders onto shore.4
 Deadly forest fires in Alaska, Canada, and Siberia, and
other northern regions have exploded in size and ferocity as the forests have dried out and the fire season has
doubled due to these extreme temperatures. These fires
release huge amounts of greenhouse gases, raising
Canada’s annual emissions by 30%, as well as huge
plumes of soot containing dangerous black carbon.5
 Permanent droughts that were not predicted for another
40 years are now spreading throughout the world. 330
million people in India are currently facing
unprecedented conditions after two failed monsoon
seasons, with less than 20% of groundwater reserves
remaining.6, 7
 In March 2016, the Arctic winter sea ice maximum extent
set a new low record since satellite records have been
kept.8 September 2015 marked the fourth lowest
summer sea ice extent. The Arctic sea could be “ice-free”
by or before 2020, 50 years ahead of predictions.9 Global
impacts include the potential of a methane hydrate
emissions pulse that would double atmospheric
concentrations of greenhouse gases.

Figure 1. Global average temperature by month, April 2015
to March 2016, compared to 1881-1910 baseline.
(Source: Climate Central, see footnote 1)

 Both Greenland and Antarctica are now undergoing
unparalleled rates of melting. Data now suggest that sea
levels could rise by as much as 9 feet by 2050-2060,
flooding coastal cities and displacing millions of people
around the globe.10
 Climate change is altering the timing of seasonal lifecycle events, food-web disruptions, and habitat ranges,
threatening the survival of species.11 Earth is now in the
midst of its sixth mass extinction of plants and animals.
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Ironically, April 2016 – the month during which the
Paris Agreement was formally signed –was the third
strai ght month during which global temperatures
reached +1.5°C, and the 12th strai ght month of recordshattering temperatures. 12
It is now critical to implement significant reductions in
atmospheric heat without delay, in order to s tabilize
the global av erage temperature at or below the +1.2°
tipping point.
Figure 1. The lag-time between rising radiative
forcing levels and global average temperature

Updated Climate Accounting

IPCC Fifth Assessment Report
Climate Accounting Protocols
The state-of-the-climate report s eries published every
five years by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) represents the cons ensus of thous ands
of climate scientists around the world. In addition to
describing the latest climate research findings, the
IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (2013) presented new
methods for projecting increases in average global
temperature, considering a variety of scenarios.14 It
also provided the technical framework needed to
integrate new findings and observations, informi ng
our under-standing of climate tipping points.
Linking Excess Heat to Global Temperature Rise
While temperatures receded in May 2016 off the +1.5°
high,13 and the overall average for the year will likely
be about +1.2°C, projections in the Fifth Assessment
Report make clear that average global temperatures
will reach and surpass +1.5°C in the v ery near future.
The principal reason for this inevitable rise is the
amount of excess heat that has al ready built up in the
oceans and the atmosphere.
In short, there is a lag time between the build-up of
excess heat and the resulti ng rise in average global
temperatures. This delay is akin to putting cold water
on the stove: it takes time for the applied heat to drive
the water to the boiling point (Figure 2).
The excess heat (+1.6 W/m 2) needed to drive global
temperatures to today’s temperature, +1.2°C, was
reached over a decade ago. Today’s excess heat level,
+2.3 W/m2, will push global temperatures well past
+1.5°C to about +1.8°C, unless effective mitigation
measures are undertaken immediately. On the current
trajectory, the excess heat level could reach +3 W/m 2
by 2025, enough to increas e global temperature far
beyond +2°C. As a result, the window of time to act is
now.

Just as it takes several minutes of continuously applied heat
to warm water to the boiling point, sustained RF levels drive
global temperatures up over a period of decades.

In addition to providing accurate methods for
determining when and how much temperatures will
rise, the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report provides the
new metrics needed to update global climate
accounting protocols. These updates reflect the
current state of climate knowledge, accounti ng for
short-lived climate pollutants, revised values for
methane, and the effects of pollutants that reflect
incoming solar radiation.
The updated protocols are essential to scientifically
assess the full spectrum of climate mi tigation projects
and technologi es available, in order to identify those
options that will be m ost cost-effective and best-suited
for stabilizing climate at +1.2°C withi n 10 years. The
protocols have been introduced for standardization to
the international ISO 14000 process, and integrated
with advanced life-cycle assessment (LCA) to allow for
identification of unintended environmental or human
heal th impact trade-offs that might be associated with
deployment of specific mitigation options.
Table 1 shows the level of reduction in “radi ative
forcing” – the source of the excess heat – needed to
stabilize average global temperature at +1.2°C over a
five-decade time horizon, as compared to business-asusual (the “RCP 8.5” scenario modeled by the IPCC
using the Fifth Assessment protocols).
Table 1. The Radiative Forcing Reductions needed
compared to Business-as-Usual to maintain +1.2°C 15

Target Dates

RF reductions from BAU
needed to maintain 1.2°C

2025

-1.4 W/m2

2035

-2.0 W/m2

2045

-2.8 W/m2

2055

-3.5 W/m2

2065

-4.3 W/m2
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Table 2. The IPCC Fifth Assessment Climate Stabilization Roadmap at +1.2°C through 2045
(Force Reductions are global unless otherwise indicated)

Mitigation
Project Scope

Options to Achieve -1.4
W/m2 Reduction by 2025

Options to Achieve -2.0
W/m2 Reduction by 2035

Options to Achieve -2.8 W/m2
Reduction by 2045

Cl oud albedo
enhancement for:
a) Anta rcti c
Sta bilization
b) Gl obal Cooling

Gl obal a nd Antarctic Ocean
Cool i ng through the use of Sea Salt

Gl obal a nd Antarctic Ocean Cooling
through the use of Sea Salt

Combi nation of SRM a nd ERM
requi red:

Force Reduction = -2.0 W/m2

Force Reduction = -2.0 W/m2

Gl obal a nd Antarctic Ocean Cooling
through the use of Sea Salt:

Regional Ocean Cooling = -3°C
vi ta l to return these waters back to
thei r historic ra nge for Antarctic
i ce s tability
Arcti c Cl ea r Skies would greatly
i ncrease the release of excess heat
currentl y being tra pped by Ci rrus
Cl ouds. These cl ouds a re new to
Arcti c from gl obal warming

Regional Ocean Cooling = -3°C vi ta l
to return these waters back to their
hi s toric ra nge for Antarctic i ce
s ta bility
Arcti c Cl ea r Skies would greatly
i ncrease the release of excess heat
currentl y being tra pped by Ci rrus
Cl ouds. These cl ouds a re new to
Arcti c from gl obal warming

Arctic Force Reduction = -4 W/m2
Ambi ent temperature reduction <
-5°C

Arctic Force Reduction = -4 W/m2
Ambi ent temperature reduction < 5°C

Force Reduction = -2.7 W/m2
Gi ven l ong-term a tmospheric
concentrations a nd a nnual
emi ssions, mitigation i s essential
but wi ll not contribute to +1.2°C
s ta bilization by 2025.

Force Reduction = -2.7 W/m2
50% Reduction in Annual Emissions

80% Reduction in Annual Emissions

-25% from a voi ded emissions from
the cooling brought a bout by early
deployment of SRM a nd ERM.

- 40% from a voi ded emissions from
the cooling brought a bout by early
deployment of SRM a nd ERM.

-25% from combi nation of projects:
• Deployment of non fossil fuel
energy s ystems a nd energy
effi ciency
• Afforestation/reforestation
• 1 bi l lion a cres of soil
s equestration a nd grassland
a l bedo enhancement

-40% from combi nation of projects:
• Deployment of non fossil fuel
energy s ystems a nd energy
effi ciency
• Afforestation/reforestation
• 2 bi l lion a cres of soil
s equestration a nd grassland
a l bedo enhancement

20% reducti on in anthropogenic
emi ssions

Force Reduction = Negligible
40% reducti on in total biogenic and
a nthropogenic emissions from the
2005 ba s eline

Force Reduction = Negligible
Attempt to ma intain 40% reduction
from the 2005 ba seline i n the face of
potentially s harp i ncreases in total
bi ogenic emissions.

Force Reduction = -0.2 W/m2
Mi ti gation of 4 key regional hot
s pots: India, China Central, Central
Wes tern Africa, and Brazil must
reduce emissions by 20%.

Force Reduction = -0.4 W/m2
Mi ti gation of 4 key regional hot
s pots: India, China Central, Central
Wes tern Africa, and Brazil must
reduce emissions by 40%.

Force Reduction = -0.4 W/m2
Mi ti gation of 4 key regional hot
s pots: India, China Central, Central
Wes tern Africa, and Brazil must
reduce emissions by 40%.

Force Reduction = > -0.5 W/m2

Force Reduction = -1.0 W/m2

Force Reduction = -1.0 W/m2

Reduce the Mi ddle East
Tropos pheric Ozone Hot Spot
l i nked to combined emissions from
North Ameri ca, Europe, a nd Bra zil

El i minate the Mi ddle East
Tropos pheric Ozone Hot Spot linked
to emi ssions from North America,
Europe, and Brazil.

Moni tor for resurgence of the Middle
Ea s t Tropospheric Ozone Hot Spot
l i nked to emissions from North
Ameri ca, Europe, and Brazil.

Regional Force Reduction = < -1.0
W/m2

Regional Force Reduction = -1.0
W/m2

Regional Force Reduction = -1.0
W/m2

Solar Radiation
Stabilization
Cl oud nucleation
for:
a) Arcti c Cl ea r
Ski es
b) Gl obal Cooling
c) Protecti on of
Arcti c Ice Sheet
Earth Radiation
Stabilization

Long-term
reducti ons in
a nnual CO2
emi ssions

Force Increase = +0.3 W/m 2

Reduction in
a nnual methane
emi ssions

Reduction in
urba n black
ca rbon and
tropos pheric
ozone precursor
emi ssions
Reduction in
a nnual
tropos pheric
ozone formation

Force Reduction = -2.0 W/m2
Regional Ocean Cooling = -3°C
Arcti c Cl ea r Skies:
Arctic Force Reduction = -4 W/m2
Ambi ent temperature reduction < 5°C
Force Reduction = -2.7 W/m2
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More detailed information on the force reduction per project is
provided in the New Work Item Proposal prepared for the
introduction of the updated climate accounti ng protocols to ISO14000 (ask for a copy).
For exampl e, the amount of CO 2 already accumulated in the
atmosphere over the pas t 200 years is more than 1,000 billion
tonnes. Even if annual CO 2 emission rates (currently at 32 billion
tonnes) are reduced dramatically in a given year, this reduction
would not materially affect the reduction in forcing. However,
without such abatement, force increases from CO 2 will become the
main driver of future temperature increases well over +3°C.
It is particul arly important to note that all current conventional
mitigation options combined only reduce forcing in very small
increments. Without pol ar solar and earth radiation stabilization (SRS
and ERS) projects, climate stabilization ei ther at +1.2 or +1. 5°C is not
technically possible. Most importantly, unless the polar SRS and ERS
projects level off temperatures i n the near term, the vital mitigation
of CO 2 will not be possible. That’s because avoiding future increases
in CO 2 emissions depends on minimizing electric power demand so
that power systems will not have to be fully deployed. When
temperatures in major urban areas reach extremes (>120°F), ai r
conditioning is essenti al. This air condi tioning is dependent on
power systems that will still be largely fossil fuel driven for years to
come, causing an explosion in CO 2 emissions. By deploying SRS and
ERS projects in the near term, such added emissions would be
avoided. As can be seen in Table 2, these polar SRS and ERS projects
have the additional capacity to provide some lev el of stabilization to
both Antarctic and the Arctic, a prerequisite for preventing major
flooding of the world’s population centers.

Standardizing the Roadmap
A new vol untary i nternational standard, IPCC Fifth
Assessment Climate Stabilization Protocols, i s now
bei ng proposed to reinforce this roadmap.

Uses
 More comprehensive cl imate footprints
 Va l idation of cl aims of ra diative forcing (RF)
reducti on
 Devel opment of RF reduction ma rkets, to
s upport buyi ng and selling of RF reduction
credi ts
 Incorporation into public cl imate reporting
pl a tforms
 Improved corporate risk management,
regul atory a nd adaptation planning
 Gui dance for revisions of COP 22 INDCs

Benefits
 Sci entific, actionable framework for project
pl a nning a nd organization footprinting
 Focus es mitigation efforts on projects that can
mos t effectively slow the ri se i n RF
 Improves the efficacy of ca rbon registries
 Increases opportunities for organizations and
projects to gain recognition climate mitigation
a cti vi ties
 Opti mizes expenditures on climate mitigation

The IPCC Fifth Assessment Climate Stabilization Roadmap highlights the need to continue focusing on reducing and
removing the major sources of overall excess heat linked to both CO 2, methane, black carbon and tropospheric ozone,
while using SRM and ERM project to keep the lid on temperatures in the near-term. Wi thout using these options, there
is no chance to halt the rise in temperatures to well over 1.5°C and beyond in the next few y ears, with i rreversible
climate change consequences.

The Roadmap Forward

The Climate Stabilization Council
A multi-stakeholder Climate Stabilization Council is being established, wi th advisory support from leading climate
scientists. The Council’s mission is to scientifically vet major force reduction projects and technologi es, then link
projects to funding sources. In this way, it will facilitate rapid deployment to stabilize average global temperature at
+1.2°C over the next decade, and support deployment of a combination of longer-term stabilization options.
Specifically, the Council will:





scientifically evaluate the ability of projects and technologies to contribute to climate stability, along with any
potential environmental or human health trade-offs;
develop impl ementation protocols for these projects, providing requi red best practice guidance and a
mechanism to verify projects achieve the stated stability goals;
connect potential funders with project proponents; and
help lay the groundwork for COP 22 in 2020.

The Council’s aim to provide COP 22 wi th a robust s et of options that have the potential for climate stabilization at
+1.2°C by 2025. This goal can only be reached if effective mitigation projects are well underway by 2020 with Council
direction and funding.
For information about the roadmap or the Council, contact: tschultz@scsglobalservices.com; 510-452-6389
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